
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Surf Life Saving New Zealand 

Unit 5, 1063 Ferry Road, Ferrymead, Christchurch 8023.  PO Box 22528, Christchurch 8140.  www.surflifesaving.org.nz 

Date: 14/10/2015 

To: Surf Life Saving Clubs 

From: Mike Lord, Sport Manager 

Subject: Surf Boats Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

 

Introduction: 

Surf Boat racing is a sport that presents a large number of risks to members in competition and 

training.  In a single Surf Boat there are 5 people, 5 oars and 1 boat which all present a high risk if 

something was to go wrong while being used in surf conditions.  While racing you increase this risk 

with 6 boats competing in a race and potential for collision is high. 

During event where there is surf present there is a very high chance that at least one Surf Boat 

cannot be controlled resulting in a number of potential issues: 

 Rollover of the boat 

 Collision into another boat 

 Boat colliding with a person 

 Oars hitting a person 

 A person falling into the boat 
 

There is a real risk around people becoming concussed or being knocked unconscious by an oar, 

boat or colliding with another person.  If the surf increases in size then the likely hood of more boats 

losing control increases and there for the greater the risk to people. 

Each year there are a number of head injuries in Surf Boats with some resulting in concussions.  

Some crews have taken the initiative already to wear helmets in large surf and as a safety conscious 

organisation we are required to make practical steps to reduce risk and increase protection where 

possible. 

The introduction of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is one area we look to reduce risk along 

with the following key safety measures: Eliminate, Substitution, Isolation, Engineering, 

Administrative. 

 

Rules: 

The following rule has been developed by the National Surf Boat Advisory Group and National Sport 

Committee. 

 Helmets can be made compulsory for competition and training following the completion of a risk 

assessment by the appointed authority from the 1st January 2016.  The implement of this rule 

will be illustrated in three ways as detailed below. 
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1. In competition, it’s the Event Management Committee’s call: 
Following a risk assessment, the Event Management Committee (EMC) has the authority to 

determine if surf helmets must be worn.  As a guide, for surf conditions of less than 1m, helmets 

are not required. The Event Safety Officer will conduct a risk assessment and consult with the 

EMC.  If they conclude that surf helmets are not required, then they do not have to be worn.  

Crews should always have their surf helmet available and must wear it if required as conditions 

may change.  Not the EMC can use further resources and expert groups to consult with before 

making their decision (e.g. Sweeps panel). 

2. In training, it’s the sweeps call: 
Following a risk assessment prior to training, the sweep has the authority to determine whether 

helmets are worn.  As a guide, for surf conditions of less than 1m, helmets are not required. In 

conditions greater than 1m, helmets are required unless a sweep conducts a risk assessment 

indicating that risks are acceptably low.  Crews should always have their surf helmet available for 

every session and wear it if ordered by their sweep. 

3. Surf helmets are not mandatory in flat water: 
Following a risk assessment prior to training, the sweep has the authority to determine whether 

surf helmets are worn.  As a guide, for surf conditions less than 1m, helmets are not required 

because the risks are acceptably low. This would include flat water training sessions in rivers, 

harbours or bays.  In competition the EMC may determine that surf helmets are not required 

following a risk assessment. You should always be prepared to wear a helmet as conditions may 

change.  

 

Helmet Operational Requirements: 

To be fit for surf lifesaving purpose, a helmet for inshore aquatic powercraft activities must be able 

to meet the following requirements: 

 Be non-restrictive and streamlined for operational duties including swimming (25m in calm 

seas), lifting patients and moving in and around powercraft;  

 Be suitable for beach and surf conditions (durable to salt water and extreme UV conditions); 

 Be easy and quick to fit and remove;  

 Be sized to fit the intended wearers head size. 

 

Helmet Construction: 

Helmets must meet CE 1385 standards for whitewater safety. 

 

 The helmet is to be lightweight (less than 600g) 

 The helmet does NOT feature a prominent peak, visor or flared brim projecting outwards from 

the shell. 

 The helmet has prominent and functional drainage/ventilation holes. 

 The helmet does NOT cover the ears without a functional device/design to enable hearing. 

 Helmet shell sizes are proportional to the intended wearers head size. (for example: child 

helmets must have a smaller shell circumference to adult helmets) 

  



 

Recommended Helmet Suppliers: 

Bern – http://bernunlimited.com (mission sports) 

 Brighton H20 (ladies’ helmet) 

 Macon H20 (men’s helmet) 

 

Gath – www.gathsports.com 

 Gedi 

 SFC 

 

Predator – www.hellnuts.com 

 Uno 

 Short Cut 

 

Hutchwilco - www.hutchwilco.co.nz 

 Hutchwilco Water Sports Helmet 

 

Surf Life Saving Australian approved helmets are accepted by Surf Life Saving New Zealand and you 

can view their helmets via this link. SLSA Helmets 

Please note that this is not a full list of helmets that meet the operational and construction 

requirements set out above.  If you are unsure if you helmet meets the requirements about please 

contact mike.lord@surflifesaving.org.nz . 
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Sport Manager 
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